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Introduction
Let G be a connected semi-simple Lie group with finite center and no
compact factors. Let Γ be a uniform discrete subgroup of G and (p, F) be
a finite dimensional irreducible representation of G. We are interested in the
cohomology space J/*(Γ, JF). The purpose of this paper is to prove a non-
vanishing theorem for H*(T, F) in the case of G=Sp(py q) (p^q^>l).
As it is well-known, we can describe if*(Γ, F) in terms of the relative Lie
algebra cohomology. Let g be the Lie algebra of G and K be a maximal
compact subgroup of G. Denote by ό the unitary dual of G. For ([/, i/^)G
Oy we denote by Hu the space of infinite vectors in H
σ
. Then H°u is an
irreducible (g, i£)-module. Also m(U,T) denotes the multiplicity with which
U occurs in L2(Γ\G). Define the subset όp of G as follows;
Gp= {C/e(5ί|χIΓ=%p }
where p* is the contragradient representation of p and X
υ
 (resp. %p*) is the
infinitesimal character of U (resp. p*). Then, from the formula of Matsu-
shima-Murakami ([1], VII, Theorem 6.1), we have
(0.1) ff*(Γ, F) =
From now on, we assume that G is simple. Depending on Kumaresan's
work, Vogan and Zuckerman obtained the following precise vanishing theorem
for the (g,X^)-cohomology ([5], Theorem 8.1); if U is non-trivial, we have
H'(g, K; H°u®F) = {0}
where rG is the positive integer determined by G and given by Table 8.2 in
[5] for non-complex groups. From this result and (0.1), if F is non-trivial, we
have
ff'(Γ, F) = {0} (i<r6).
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Note that rG depends only on G and, in general, r G ^rank Λ G. On the other
hand, the vanishing of ί/^Γ, F) below the Λ-rank has been obtained in some
papers ([1], VII, Proposition 6.4). There are some simple groups such that
r G =rank Λ G. In the case of G=SU(p, q) (p^q^l), where r G = ^ = rankΛG,
Borel and Wallach showed that this vanishing theorem is best possible ([1],
VIII, Corollary 5.9).
We concentrate our attention on the case of G=Sp(p, q). In this case,
rG—2q and hence r G >5=rank Λ G. Therefore it is interesting to ask if the above
vanishing theorem is best possible for G=Sp(p, q). In this paper, we show
that, in the case of G=Sp(p, q), the first possible non-zero cohomology H*(Γ, F)
appears indeed at the degree 2q=rG. Main results are Theorem 3.4 and
Theorem 4.2. In the case that F is trivial and q=l, Theorem 3.4 is contained
in the results of [3], Theorem 3.2 (see Remark 3.5). Also Theorem 4.2 for
trivial F improves a part of the results of [4], Theorem 4.1 (see Remark 4.4.).
Our method is similar to that in [1], VIII and depends heavily on the
results there.
1. The imbedding of Sp(p, q) into Sp(2n, R)
l l Throughout this paper, G will denote the group Sp(p, q)
At first we give our realization of G and provide some notations.
We set n^p+q. Let Kpq be the 2nx2n matrix given by
/,
0
c
\
0
- J .
IP
0
\
0
0
-v
where I
m
 is the mXm identity matrix. The group G is given by
As a maximal compact subgroup of G, we choose K=GΓ\ U(2ή). Let g (resp. ϊ)
be the Lie algebra of G (resp. K) and g=ϊ+:p be the Cartan decomposition of g.
For a real Lie algebra u, denote by u
c
 the complexification of u.
Let Eij be the square matrix with 1 in the (^j)-position and 0 elsewhere.
For 1<^'<^, set
0
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and define
t =
Then t is a Cartan subalgebra of g such that t c ϊ . Also define λ, Gt*
by
The root system Δ (resp. Δf) of the pair (gc, tc) (resp. (ϊc, tc)) is given by
or
We choose an order of (-</—It)* so that the set of simple roots in Δ is {\1—λ2,
λ2—λ3, •••, Xn-ι—λw> 2λn}. Denote by Δ + (resp. Δjί") the set of positive roots in
Δ (resp. Δt). Throughout this paper we fix this order.
For later use, we choose root vectors of Q
c
 as follows;
where F l V = £ l V + £ y ί if z'φj and
{X
Λ
I αGΔ} is a basis of g
c
.
—Ea if ί = /\ Then
1.2. Now we construct an imbedding of G into Sp{ln, R). Our im-
bedding is obtained by composing an imbedding of G into SU(2p, 2q) and an im-
bedding of SU(2p, 2q) into Sρ(2n, R). From now on, Gr denotes the group
SU{2p> 2q). As a maximal compact subgroup of G', we choose K'=G' Π U(2ή).
Let g' be the Lie algebra of G\
The group G is naturally imbedded into the uintary group of the hermitίan
form on C2" defined by Kpr We put
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Z =
\° 0 '•I
Then fZKPtqZ gives the standard hermitian form with signature (2p, 2q). So,
if we define
ψ(g) = 'ZgZ (g<=G),
we obtain an imbedding ψ; G-+G'. Clearly we have ψ(K)dK'.
Moreover we will imbed Gf into Sp(2n> R). Naturally we consider
GL(2n> C), and hence G', as to be the subgroups of GL(4n> R). Define the
orthogonal matrix Z' by
Z' =
Then it is easily checked that, if we define
UP
0
0
-4
I °
\
0
we obtain an imbedding ψ'\ G'->Sp(2n, R). This is the same imbedding that
is constructed in [1], VIII, § 2.
In this way we obtain the imbedding
ι = φ'oψ; G->Sp(2n,R).
These imbeddings ψ, ψ' and i induce the imbeddings of Lie algebras and we
use the same letters for them;
9c
t g c , C).
1.3. Here we give the explicit form of the image of c. It will be used
in § 2. For this, we choose a basis of §p(2n, C) as follows;
o
\-B
a
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"
 =
 2"'
•a - γ |
V-1F,
\/-lFti
ij
—En
-Ft,
,-V-ίF,
where Fij—Eij+Eμ if iΦj and Fij=Eii if i=j. By straightforward computa-
tions we obtain the following explicit description for the image of i; for 1 ^
(1.1)
—λj)) = = Zfj
2. The construction of unitary representations
In this section, we construct a certain series of irreducible unitary repre-
sentations of G. In [1] Borel and Wallach constructed some irreducible repre-
sentations of G7 by using the oscillator representation. Our representations
are obtained from these representations through the imbedding ψ ; G-*G'.
We will often use the results and notations in [1], VIII.
2.1. First we sketch briefly the results in [1], VIII, § 2. Let Mρ(2n, R)
be the Metaplectic group and (W, L\R2n)) be the oscillator representation of
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Mp(2n, R). The imbedding ψ'; G'->Sp(2n, R) lifts to an injective homomor-
phism $>'; G'-+Mp(2ny R) ([1], VIII, Lemma 2.9). Define the unitary repre-
sentation (F, L\R2")) of G' by
Then (F, L\R2n)) decomposes into the direct sum rof irreducible representations
of G'. In fact, for r G Z , define the subspace H
r
 of L\R2n) by
where Exp is the exponential mapping of 8p(2n, R) into Mp(2n, R) and
J2p,2q —
0
L2p
0
0
0
Λ ) .
Then H
r
 is stable under G' and so we put
VJg)=V(g)\Hr
From [1], VIII, Lemma 2.8, for each
representation of Gf and we have
L\R2») =
(F, ,ϋaΓ
r
) is an irreducible unitary
In the remainder of this section, we fix r G Z . Denote by S(R2n) the
Schwartz space on R2n with the Schwartz topology and set H?=H
r
ΓiS(R2n).
Then H7 is the space of C°°-vectors for V
r
 in H
r
 ([1], VIII. Lemma 1.11). Also,
we denote by Hi the space of jR^-finite vectors for V
r
 in H
r
. The space H°
r
 is
an irreducible admissible (g', ίΓ')-module.
In order to choose an orthogonal basis of i/J, we need some notations.
Let (#lf ••*, x2n) be the coordinates of R2n. Following [1], VIII, 1.16, for 1 ^
i ^ 2 n , define the operator Dj and Aj by
Denote by Z+ the set of non-negative integers. For m=(ml9 '•'fm2n)&(Z+)2n,
we set
φ
a
 =
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where φ0 is the C°°-function on R
2n
 defined by
φ
o
(x) = exp ( - \
(Note that φ
m
 is equal to ψ
m
 in [1] VIII 1.16, up to the multiplication by a
constant.) Then, by [1], VIII, Lemma 1.17, {φ
m
 \ m G (Z+)2"} are mutually
orthogonal in L\R2n) and we have
(2.1) H°
r
 = 0 C φ .
ffiEΦ
r
where Φ
r
={m<Ξ(Z+)2*|Σ/«,- Σ ^, =^}.
, = 1 ,' = 2^ + 1
2.2. Now we construct unitary representations of G. Using the imbedd-
ing ψ; G->G\ we define
U
r
(g)=V
r
(ψ(g)) (g(ΞG).
Then we obtain the unitary representation (U
r
, H
r
) of G. Clearly, the subspace
Hr of H
r
 is included in the space of infinite vectors for U
r
 in H
r
 and stable
under Q and K. Thus H°
r
 is a (g, i^)-module. The infinitesimal representation
of Q
c
 on Hi induced from U
r
 is denoted by the same letter U
r
.
We will examine the (g, iί)-module H°
r
 in detail. First we consider the
infinitesimal representation (Wy S(R2n)) of 8p(2n, C) induced from (W, L\R2n)).
By [2], p. 232, Theorem 5.4, the action of $p(2n, C) on S(R2n) is explicitly given
as follows
(2.2)
Using the relation formulas among D} and Af in [1], VIII, 1.16, we obtain
( φ )
W{Yf,) = ±2AUί
W(Yti)=±AfAf
(2.3)
1
4 "!''"'»•'
AtAt(φM)=-'jfni{mi-l)φm
AτAj(φ
m
) = φ
mu
....
mi+ι,...,mj+i
ATAT(φ
m
) = Φm1, ,mi+2,'>,m2n
Af Aj(φ
m
) = ——miφ
mi,> ,mi
z
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where tn&(Z+)2n, l<^i<j<^2n and φk^-Mn 1S considered to be 0 if £, < 0 for
some i. Therefore, combining (1.1), (2.2) and (2.3), we have the following
formulas; for l^
(2.4)
(2.5)
(2.6)
(2.7)
ΓC/
r
(Γt.)(φw) = (nip+i
{U
r
(Tk)(φm) = (mp+k-mp+q+k)φm
( U
r
(XXi+λή(φm) = —miφmit.:tmi-l,-.tnp+j+lt' ',tn2
)(Φm) = mp+q+kΦ
mi,' ',mp+k+l,"',ίnp+g+k-l,-',ttt2n
U
r
(X
λi-Aj){φm) = — miφmiί...tmi_lt...tmj+h...tm2n
+ mp+jΦmlf-,mp+i+l. ,mp+j-U-,tn2n
=
 mp+lΦmlt ",mp+k+l,' 'tmp+ι-U-',nt2n
— mp+q+k φmi,. .,mp+q+ k-l.-.ntp+
U
r
(X-2λk)(Φm) =
mp+k Φmlt'",mp+k-l,-',mp+ι+l,-,m2n
~
mp+q+lφtn1, ">ntp+g +k+l,-,mp+g +ι-l,-,m2n
1
,nt2n
U
r
(X-λi-λk)(Φm) = —-J
(2.8)
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Of course, in these formulas, φ*lf...,*2Λ should be considered as to be 0 if &t < 0
for some /.
Now we can determine the set of weights of the g
c
-module if?. Let φ
m
be in HJ. By (2.4) we have
P + Q
Σ
From this, the following lemma immediately follows.
Lemma 2.1. Lei m=(mlf •••, w2n) fe m Φ r . /
a weight vector corresponding to the Weight
Q
c
-module HQ
rj φm is
A
m
 =
- Σ (
* = ί + l
We remark that the multiplicity of A
m
 in iίo is not finite.
2.3. Here we determine the i£-sρectrum of H°
r
. Let i t be the set of all
equivalence classes of irreducible representations of K. Define the subset D
κ
oft* by
λ = Σ
» = 1
Then there is the bijective correspondence between K and D
κ
. That is,
corresponds to the irreducible i£-module with highest weight λ. We denote
by E
λ
 this i£-module.
Let ί G Z + and s^—r. We define the finite dimensional subspace H°r s of
fr.s = Φ
eφ
where the subset Φ
r s
 of Φ
r
 is given by
Φ
r>s =
From (2.1), we have
Σ
+f I  «, =
1
, Σ «, = *>
i=2p+l
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Proposition 2.2. Let s^Z+ and s^—r. Then H°
rs
 is the irreducible K-
submodule of H°
r
 with highest weight (r+s)X1+sXp+1^Dκ. Hence we have
TTO /T\ 27
•Π- r — W •c'(r+s)λi+sλp+1
as K-modules.
Proof. Put E
s
=Eir+s)λl+sλp+ι. Let X be in ϊ c . By (2.4), (2.5) and (2.6),
U
r
(X)(φ
m
) is a linear combination of φ
m
'=φ
m
'
ίt...tfn>2n such that
Therefore Hr,
s
 is stable under ϊ
c
.
Now we put φ=φo.. .oir+*.o. .oi .o. io> where r+s (resp. ί) appears in the
(p+iytiι (resp. (2p+l)-th) position. Then φ<=H°
rtS and, by Lemma 2.1, φ is
a weight vector corresponding to the weight (r+^λx+sλj+i. It is easy to see
that this weight is the highest among all the weights for H°
rs
. Hence E
s
 certainly
occurs in Hr,s-
We compare the dimension of H°
rs
 with that of E
s
. Since {φ
m
|mGΦys} is
a basis of H°
rs
, we have
^/2p+r+s-ί\ J2q+s-l\
\ r+s I \ s )
__ (2p+r+s-l)\(2q+s-l)\
(2p-ί)\(r+s)\(2q-l)\s\
On the other hand, WeyΓs dimension formula gives the dimension of E
s
.
Denote by ( , )? the inner product in (\/— It)* induced from the Killing
form of ϊ
c
. Recall that
(\i> Xj)f = o if /=t=y,
Λ ^^ I (4P+4^ i f i&^P'
I (4?+4) if jί>+l^^^/ )+?
Also put δ f = — Σ c^  Then we have
δ. = Σ (ρ-i+\)\i+ Σ (ί+^-A +lίλ* .
From these formulas, easy calculations yield
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dim E
s
 = i
_ (2p+r+s-l)\(2q+s-l)\
(2p-l)\(r+s)\(2q-l)\s\
= dim H°
rtS.
Hence H*
rs
 is equivalent to E
s
.
2.4. In this stage, we must determine the space of A^-finite vectors in
H, for U
r
.
L e m m a 2.3. The space of K-finite vectors in H
r
 for U
r
 coincides with H°
r
.
Proof. For τ^K, let H
r
(τ) be the isotypic if-submodule of H
r
 of type T.
Clearly H°
r
 is stable under K and H °
r
 c 0 H
r
{r). Hence we have H°
r
= Θ H°
r
 Π
H
r
(τ). Since i/J is dense in i ί
r
, by [7], Chapter 4, Proposition 4.4.3.4, the
closure of H°
r
 Π fl"
r
 (T) is #
r
( τ ) . By Proposition 2.2, H°
r
 Π ί ί
r
 (T) is finite dimen-
sional. Therefore we have H°
r
f]H
r
(τ)=H
r
(τ) and hence H°
r
= 0 i / f ( τ ) . The
lemma is proved. τ & κ
Together with Proposition 2.2, this lemma shows that (U
n
 H
r
) is admis-
sible. Moreover we have the following proposition.
Proposition 2.4. For r^Z, the unitary representation (U
n
 H
r
) of G is
irreducible.
Proof. From [7], Chapter 4, Theorem 4.5.5.4, it is sufficient to prove
that the g-module H°
r
 is algebraically irreducible. Let H be a non-zero g-
stable subspace of H^ Since H is stable under f, by Proposition 2.2, we
have
H = e H°
r
,
s
,
se-SCff)
where S(H) is a non-empty subset of Z+. Suppose s
o
^S(H)> that is, Hr,SQdH.
We take a particular element
Φ
 = =
 Φo, ,o,r+5o.o, ,o,s
o
,o, ,o
in Hr,sQ, where r+sΌ (resp. s0) appears in the (/>+l)-th (resp. (2p+l)-th) posi-
tion. Then, by (2.7), we have
= 2φof...,o,r+so+l,O, ,O,so+l,O ,O
Here the left hand side belongs to H and the right hand side belongs to i/i! f,0+1.
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This implies HΓ\H°
r SQ+1 Φ {0}. Therefore we have H°r $0+ x Ci/, that is, so+1
Similarly, if ί
o
>max {0, — r}, we have
^ o , • ,0,r+s
o
,0, ,0,So»0» >»0,l,O, »0 >
where 1 appears in the first and (2p-\-q-\- l)-th position. In this formula, the first
term of the right hand side belongs to i/?,s
o
-i and the second term belongs to
if?.,0+i. Since Hϊ^^dH, we have H Π#?,S o-iΦ {0} and hence so-l(=S(H).
By the induction, we have S(H)={s^Z+\s^~r}, that is, H=HQr. This
proves the proposition.
After all we obtain a series of irreducible unitary representations of
G; i(U
r
,H
r
)\r(ΞZ}.
3. The (β, ϋΓ)-cohomology
In this section, we study the (g, i£)-cohomology space of the (g, K)-
module H°
r
(reΞZ).
3.1. First of all we recall a known result which is our starting point. Let
(C7, H
v
) be in ό and (p, F) be a finite dimensional irreducible representation of
G. Denote by U(g) the universal enveloping algebra of g
c
. The representation
of ll(g) induced by U (resp. p) is denoted by the same letter U (resp. p). Let C
be the Casimir element of g
c
. Then both the operators U(C) and ρ(C) are the
scalar operators. Put U(C) = c
u
 Id and ρ(C) = cp ld, where cUy cp^C and Id
denotes the identity operator. If we note that K is connected, we have the
following lemma.
Lemma 3.1. ([1], II, Proposition 3.1)
(1). Ifc
v
Φcμ9 then H'fa K; H°u®F)={0} for allj(ΞZ+.
(2). Ifc
Ό
=cp, then H
J(Q, K; H&®ΐ 1)=Hom j r(Λφ, H°u®F)for aUj*ΞZ+.
3.2. For (U
ri Hr)<=G, we will calculate the operator Ur(C).
Proposition 3.2. For r^Z,we have
U
r
(C) = (4n+4)-χr+2p)(r-2q).ld .
Proof. We use a concrete realization of C and calculate explicitly the
action of U
r
(C) on a particular element in H°
r
.
Recall that the Killing form of g
c
 is given by
(X, Y) = 2(»+1) Tr XY (X, Ye0c).
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Using the basis of g
c
 in 1.1., we have
4(«+l)C=ΣΓ,TI.+
i 1
+ , 2 ] ( ^ λ ί - λ y ^ λ y - f y ί ί i )
First we consider the case that r^O. Take a particular element φ—φ
r0... >0
Using (2.4), •••,(2.8), we calculate straightforwardly 4(rc+l) t/
r
(C)(φj. Some
terms turn out to vanish and the other terms are given as follows;
2 C /
r
( X . 2 λ > . Z 2 λ < . ) ( φ ) = |
ί -(r+l)φ±4φ'
I ~Φ±4φ"
ί rφ
l o
( -φ±4φ'
1 -Φ±4φ"
2rφ
0
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
* = 1
i φ l
i = l
i φ l
t = l
i φ l
i = l
i φ l
where li^i<jtίp, p+ltS-kί^p+q and φ\ φ" are certain elements in H°
r
 de-
termined by φ. From these formulas, we can easily show that
Mn+l)U,{C)(φ) = (r+2p)(r-2q)φ .
In the case that r<0, if we take φ=φOt...tOt-r^H
o
ry similar calculations yield the
above formula. Thus the proposition is proved.
3.3. Now we will show the non-vanishing of the (g, i£)-cohomology of
H ?. For this, we need the following lemma.
Lemma 3.3. For iqX^Ό^ we have
dim Horn*(Λ2^, E2qλl) = ί .
Proof. Any weight of A2qp
c
 is the sum of 2q distinct non-compact roots
of g
c
. Since we have
Σ {(
2q\
x
 is a weight of Λ2ίί>
c
 with multiplicity 1. It is easy to see that 2 ^ ! is the
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highest among all the weights of Λ2 ί£
c
 The lemma is proved.
For / G Z + , /λx is a dominant integral form for (gc, tc). Denote by (ph Ft)
the irreducible finite dimensional representation of G with highest weight l\
λ
\
that is, (ρh Fj) is the /-th symmetric tensor product of the standard representation
of G on C2n. Let (pf, Ff) be the contragradient representation of {ρh F7).
Theorem 3.4. Ifr^lq, then we have
Proof. As it is well-known, the operator p?-2q(C) is given by
P?-2ί(C) ={(( r-2 ί )λ 1 +δ > ( r - ^ J λ x + S M δ , δ)} -Id ,
where ( , ) is the inner product in (χ/-_lt)* induced from the Killing form of
2gc and 8=^- Σ a. Note that2 «eΔ+
(λ, , \j) =
By easy computations, we have
From this and Proposition 3.2, U
r
(C) and pϊL2ρ(C) act as the multiplication
by the same scalar. Hence Lemma 3.1 implies that
β
, K; m®FUq) = dim Horn,, (Λ2ψ, Hϋr®F*-2q)
- dim Horn* (Λ 2 ί ί®F
r
_ 2 ί , if J).
On the other hand, by Proposition 2.2, we have
(3.1) d i m H o m * ( £ :
r λ l , # ? ) = l .
Also, since r\1=2q\,1+(r—2q)\li Lemma 3.3 implies that
(3.2) dim Horn* (£
r λ l, Λ
 2qP®F
r
_2q)Φ0 .
Therefore, combining (3.1) and (3.2), we have
dim Horn* (Λ 2 ^®F
r
_ 2 g , ffJJΦO .
This proves the theorem.
REMARK 3.5. By Theorem 1.4 in [5], there is at most one irreducible
unitary representation ([/, H
v
) such that U(C) acts by the same scalar as
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ρf-2q(C) and Erλl occurs in HS Our representation (Ur9 Hr) is this very repre-
sentation. Therefore we can determine the position of U
r
 in the Langlands'
classification. In the case of ί = l , (U2, H2) is equivalent to the Langlands' repre-
sentation J12 in [3], Theorem 3.2.
4. The imbedding of U
r
 into L2(T\G)
In this section, we fixrGZ. We will construct a certain uniform discrete
subgroup Γ of G such that m(U
n
 Γ)φO. Together with Theorem 3.4 and
(0.1), this will prove the non-vanishing of the cohomology of Γ. The results
in this section depend heavily on the results in [1], VIII, § 5.
4.1. Our discrete subgroup will be constructed arithmetically. First we
realize G and Gf as subgroups of linear algebraic groups.
Let A be a totally real finite extension of Q and d be the degree of k
over Q. Assume that d^.2. Let Σ = \σl9 •••, σd} be the set of isomorphisms of
k into R. We regard k as a subfield of R so that σ
x
 is the identity mapping.
Put k'=k(χ/^ΓΪ). We extend σ ^ Σ to the imbedding of kf into C which leaves
>/—1 fixed. If H is a linear algebraic group in GL(l, C) defined over k or Q
and B is a subfield of C, we put H(B)=HΓ\ GL(l, B).
Denote by Ekt the vector space (k')2n. We can choose αG^ so that a is
positive and the conjugates σa by σ e Σ ( σ φ σ j are all negative. Fix such a.
Let A (resp. b) be a non-degenerate hermitian form (resp. a non-degenerate skew-
symmetric bilinear form) on Ekr defined by the matrix
r
0
\
0
0
\
0
0
0
-al9)
(resp.
' 0
i 0
0
-al.
h
0
o \
° J
Then A is an indefinite hermitian form with signature (2/>, 2q) but the conjugates
σh by σ ( σ Φ ^ ) are positive definite.
Using h and ό, we can construct the linear algebraic group G defined over
k such that
I
Then G(R) is isomorphic to G over R. Similarly, using only A, we obtain
the linear algebraic group G' defined over k such that
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G\k) = ig&SL(2n, k')\h{gz,gw) = A(ar, w) (
Also, G\R) is isomorphic to G' over R.
Naturally, we have the rational imbedding of G into G' defined over k. We
denote by ψ; <?-»£?' this imbedding. It should be noted that, up to conjugation
over R, ψ\GUt); G(R)-*G'(R) coincides with the imbedding ψ) G->G' in 1.2.
4.2 Now we denote by Res*/Q the functor of the restriction of scalars from
k to Q. Let £=Resk/Q G and g'=Resk/Q G'. Then we have the canonical im-
bedding Res*/Q ψ Q-* Q' defined over Q. Put Ψ=ResΛ / Q ψ.
Over 72, we have the following isomorphisms ([2], 7.16);
Sowhere, for σGΣ, σG (resp. σ£?/) denotes the conjugate of G (resp. G') by σ.
we have
(4.1)
(4.2) £'(Λ) « G' xSU{2n)x .- x
Under these isomorphisms, the imbedding Ψ is the product of the conjugations
σiψ; '&-+'&' {l^i^d) of ψ.
As in [1], VIII, 5.3, Q' is naturally imbedded into SpN over Q where N=
2nd. In fact, consider Έkr as to be a 4/z-dimensional vector space over k and
write 2?* instead of Ek/. We define the skew-symmetric ^-bilinear form β on
Ekhy
h{z, W) = μ(zy w)+χ/^ίβ{2, fή («, ^ e £ Λ ) .
Then G' is imbedded into the symplectic group Sp2n defined by β over k.
Further, if we consider EQ=Resk/Q Ek and /3Q=ResΛ/Q/S, Qr is naturally imbe-
dded into the group SpN defined by βQ over Q. Denote by Ψ ; ; Q'-*SpN this
imbedding.
Thus we obtain the imbedding ψ Ό ψ ; β->SpN defined over Q. We choose
a basis of EQ so that βQ is of standard form. With respect to this basis, we
consider SpN as to be the subgroup of GL(2N, C). Define
Q(Z) = ig^S(Q)\(Ψfoψ)(g)^Sp(Ny Z)}
Q\Z) = igςΞ£'(Q)\Ψ'(g)tΞSp(N, Z)} .
Then S(Z) (resp. Q\Z)) is an arithmetic subgroup of G(R) (resp. Q'(R))
([2], 7.11, 7.12). By a standard argument about arithmetic subgroups, S(Z)
(resp. 3\Z)) turns out to be a uniform discrete subgroup of Q(R) (resp. 8\R))
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([1], VIII, 5.4). In the direct product (4.1) (resp. (4.2)), denote by ρ
x
\ S{R)->
G (resp. p{ S\R)->G') the projection to the first component. Define
Γ0=pι(S(Z)), T'o=p[{U
Then Γ
o
 (resp. Γo) is a uniform discrete subgroup of G (resp. Gr) ([1], VIII,
5.5). Clearly we have
Ψ(r,)crί.
As for the group G' and its representation (V
r
> H
r
), Borel and Wallach
obtained the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1 ([1], VIII, Corollary 5.8). There is a subgroup V of finite
index in Γo such that m(V
n
 Γ')φO, where nι(V
n
 Γ') is the multiplicity of V
r
 in
L2(Γ'\G').
As the proof of this theorem in [1] shows, Γ' is indeed a congruence sub-
group of Γo; that is, Γ' is given by
where Ω' is a congruence subgroup of S'{Z). Using this subgroup Γ', we can
construct our desired subgroup of G.
Theorem 4.2. There is a subgroup Γ of finite index in Γ
o
 such that m(U
rJ Γ)
ΦO.
Proof. Let Γ' and Ω' be as above. There is a congruence subgroup Ω of
Q{Z) such that Ψ(Ω)cΩ'([2], 7.12). Put Γ=^(Ω). Then Γ is a subgroup of
finite index in Γ
o
 and we have
(4.3) Ψ(Γ)CΓ' .
In the following, we will prove that m(U
r
, Γ)Φθ. As in 2.1, let H? be the
space of C°°-vectors in H
r
 for the representation (V
r> Hr) of G\ Since m(Vr, V)
ΦO, by [1], VIII, Theorem 4.3, there is a non-trivial continuous linear functional
λ of H? such that
for all γ e Γ 7 . Using λ, we want to construct a non-trivial intertwining operator
of H
r
 into L\Y\G). For φeHΓ, define a function A\φ) G'-+C by
Then A\φ) is a C°°-function on Gf and left Γ'-invariant. Since G is imbedded
into G' by ψ as a Lie subgroup, A\φ)oψ\ G->C is a C°°-function on G. Also,
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by (4.3), A'(φ)o ψ< is left Γ-invariant. So we can define a linear mapping
= A'(φ)(ψ(g))
= \(U
r
(g)φ) (φ<ΞH?,
Clearly we have
A{U
r
{g)φ)=UF{g)A{φ)
where U
Γ
 is the right regular representation of G on L2(Γ\G). Moreover, from
the continuity of λ, we have
(4.4) A(U
r
{X)φ) = U
Γ
(X)A(φ) ( l e g , φeH7).
Let < , > (resp. < , >
Γ
) be the inner product on H
r
 (resp. L2(Γ\G)). For infinite
vectors φ
u
 φ2^H°r, set
(4.5) (φly φ2) =
Then ( , ) defines a g-invariant hermitian form on the (g, i£)-module H°. Here,
by Proposition 2.2, i/° decomposes into the sum of the isotypic i£-submodules;
m = e H°
r
,
s
.
Since A\Ho; iί°->L
2(Γ\G) is i^-equivariant, this decomposition is the orthogonal
direct sum with respect to ( , ), too. Also, each Hr,
s
 is finite dimensional.
From these facts, it is easy to see that there is a linear mapping B; H°
r
-*Hr such
that
(4.6) (φlt φ2) = <Bφ1, φ2> (φl9
Then, by (4.4), we have
B(U
r
(X)φ) = U
r
(X)(B(φ)) ( l e g , φeff ).
Since H°
r
 is an irreducible (g, ^)-module, B is a scalar operator z Id where
and v^O. Combining (4.5) and (4.6), we have
), A(φ2)>Γ = K φ i , Φ2> (Φv
This implies that A\Ho is continuous with respect to the topology of Hi in Hr.
Hence the operator A \Bo extends to a bounded operator
Note that H°
r
 consists of analytic vectors for U
r
 and G is connected. Then
(4.4) implies that
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= U
Γ
(g)A(φ)
and hence A is an intertwining operator of (U
r
, H
r
) into (C/
Γ
, L\Y\G)).
On the other hand, λ is non-trivial. From the density of HQ
r
 in H?y
is non-trivial. Hence A is non-trivial. The theorem is proved.
Corollary 4.3. For l&Z+} there is a uniform discrete subgroup T of G
such that
Proof. Theorem 3.4 implies that
Then, by [1], I, Theorem 5.3, the infinitesimal character of H
ι+2q is equal to
that of Ft. Applying Theorem 4.2 to Uι+2q, we obtain a uniform discrete sub-
group Γ such that m(U
ι+2q, Γ)Φ0. Then, by (0.1), we have
REMARK 4.4. In the above corollary, we consider the case /=0. Then we
have
#**(Γ, C)Φ{0}.
More precisely, H2q(T, C) contains a cohomology class which corresponds to
a non-trivial automorphic representation. This improves the result in [4]. In
[4], Millson and Raghunathan showed that, for some Γ, ίΓ'(Γ, C) contains
such a class for any i strictly between 0 and \pq and divisible by either 4p or
\q ([4], Theorem 4.1).
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